Abstract. 2014 We have designed, characterised and tested Windows based software packages for rapid elemental microanalysis using a sequence of energy filtered transmission electron microscopic images which combines electron spectroscopic imaging with electron energy loss spectroscopy (Image-EELS). Image sequences containing up to 45 images of 512 x 512 pixels were recorded rapidly over an appropriate range of the energy spectrum for an analysis of boron, nitrogen, titanium and fluorine. Energy loss information was extracted from local variations in the energy loss spectrum with good energy resolution (5 eV) and a spatial resolution of 2 nm for the determination of the relative concentration of elements within a region of interest by grey level integration in consecutive images of an energy loss sequence, using the least mean squares method to calculate the parameters for an A · e-r background model. The methods were used to define the optimum collections conditions and practical limitations of the system for qualitative and semi-quantitative elemental analysis relevant to biological specimens. Qualitative elemental analysis of images from Lowicryl HM23-embedded ultra-thin section of a boric acid polymer showed that boron was not distributed evenly. Semi-quantitative elemental analysis of the fluorine-containing organic polymer Nafion suggested a linear relationship between fluorine energy loss intensity, image area and specimen thickness. These techniques were applied to an examination of the reaction between purified RNA and the novel titanium-containing anti-cancer agent MKT-4, showing that ratios calculated from the cumulative electron energy loss intensity increase within regions of interest as a function of grey level intensity for titanium and nitrogen are directly proportional to the incubation concentration of the drug with RNA. Expression of data in this way is shown to be a useful indicator of the relative drug distribution within specific intracellular compartments of human cancer cells incubated with MKT-4 in vitro.
Introduction
One experimental approach to energy filtering electron microscopy combines electron spectroscopic imaging with electron energy loss spectroscopy. The technique, known as Spectrum Imaging [1] , Image Spectrum [2] or Image-EELS [3] , records energy specific elemental loses as a grey scale within an image array from one or more elements within a large area for several images over a defined electron energy loss range. In addition to elemental information, the digital image sequence also contains grey level intensity variations corresponding to information about local changes in mass/thickness and the non-specific background energy contributions, which can be determined by modelling the local energy spectrum. This energy filtered image sequence approach allows the rapid, correlative microanalysis of several elements within defined regions with the best possible sensitivity, and is particularly useful for an accurate assessment of native and expérimen-tal compounds present as local concentrations of diffuse constituents, as found in biological cells &#x26; tissues, which do not form electron-dense precipitates.
Our aims were to create a flexible Windows based program which could be used on any PC fitted with a video board in order to permit a preliminary pixel-by-pixel analysis of energy loss in electron spectroscopic 512 x 512 pixel image sequences, for the whole image or for regions of interest. Secondly, to test the practical application of the modelling algorithm to image sequences by refining the summed spectrum concept of Jeanguillaume and Colliex [4] following generation of element distribution images (elemental maps) of boron in a Lowicryl-embeded boric acid polymer (AE = 150-250 eV) and also for semi-quantitative analysis of fluorine (AE = 650-750 eV) in thin films of the polymer Nafion. These two carbon based polymers were used as model systems to determine the optimum conditions for the collection of image sequences of trace elements in biological material within an organic matrix. As an application of the technique, we examine purified RNA incubated with increasing concentrations of the cytotoxic anti-cancer agent titanocene dichloride [5, 6] and in human ovarian cell spheroids following incubation with the drug in vitro in order to examine the qualitative and semi-quantitative intracellular distribution of the drug by determining the relative titaniun/nitrogen energy loss intensity ratios.
Polymer Preparation
Boric acid gel (Aldrich) was swelled in ethanol and embedded in Lowicryl HM23 methylacrylate resin at -20 ° C, and polymerised using UV light. This resulted in an amorphous mixture containing electron-dense boron-rich domains and less dense support resin domains. Semi thin sections with a nominal thickness of 50 -60 nm were cut using a glass knife and mounted unsupported onto 700 mesh gold grids. A zero-loss bright field image of the boric acid polymer (BAP) is shown in Figure 1 . Nafion EW1100 (Sigma, Poole Dorset, UK; containing 70% + / -1% fluorine and 22% + / -1% carbon by weight) thin films were prepared by spreading 3 03BCl of a 0.7% polymer solution dissolved in an ethanol/water mixture (95%/5% volume/volume) onto a mica surface. This method resulted in a thin film of polymer of constant thickness (measured in cross section) in which fluorine was distributed evenly. Evaporated thin films with nominal thickness of 60 nm were floated and lifted onto uncoated grids and desiccated before analysis. A zero-loss brightfield image of Nafion is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 . Human ovarian A2780 cancer cell multicellular spheroids were prepared as described elsewhere [7] and cultured with 500 uM MKT-4 for 24 hrs in C02-independent medium (Gibco, Paisley, Scotland) at 37 ° C. Spheroids were washed in drug-free medium, then in ice cold phosphate buffered saline, and chemically fixed with phosphate buffered 1% glutaraldehyde on ice for 1 hr. Following low-temperature dehydration and embedding in nitrogen-free Lowicryl HM23 resin [8] , ultra-thin sections of cells on the outer edge of the spheroid were examined unstained as above for the RNA-MKT-4 conjugate. Card) with up to 300 data points per 6 eV, with an energy window (spectrometer exit slit width) of 6 eV in order to match the dimensions of the photo-multiplier tube (PMT) detector window. This set-up was found to be the only way to maintain reproducibility of the SEELS signal intensity from one region to another. An intensity value of 1000 on the serial plot corresponded to a recorded current of 1 /-LA from the PMT Relative thickness (t / À) was calculated from the formula t = (A) ln(7t/7o) as described previously [9] . SEELS measurements were made immediately after image sequence collection on the same area of the specimen.
For Image-EELS, a 5 eV exit slit was used to collect 15-45 consecutive images (focused at AE = 250 eV) with 5 eV increments over 78 s from a Dage SIT camera via a fluorescent screen, each integrated 20 times to improve the signal/noise ratio, using a DT-2861 video board with 16 buffers located within a 486 PC. Image sequences containing an array of 512 x 512 pixels with 0 -255 grey level values were stored on an optical disc for off-line analysis. Since the camera response to light is known to be essentially linear and the dark current contributuion is practically negligable [10] , simple addition of the recorded grey level intensity values as a function of energy loss for sequential images was adopted as a reasonable representation of energy loss. Sequences in which significant specimen drift occurred were discarded. Image sequences of BAP were compared directly with sequences of resin immediately adjacent to the polymer « 1 03BCm distance) at 20,000 times magnification (1 pixel = 3.7 nm), without changing any of the microscope settings or camera controls. Image sequences for the BAP were collected as rapidly as possible and were matched so that 79 -86% of the area for analysis was occupied by boron-rich domains. Image sequences were similarly recorded from Nafion at 20,000 times magnification and from resin with similar t/A values to Nafion for comparative analysis retrospectively, again without changing any of the instrument or camera settings. Grey level profiles were recorded across the centre of an image using PC_IMAGE Plus package (Foster Findlay Associates, Newcastle. UK). All images were modelled without any shading correction or dark current correction, but were median filtered to reduce 'noise'. The effects of instrument aberration on the local variation of ionisation edge onset within an image sequence were investigated using 45-image sequences of Nafion recorded using a 1 eV 2.5 eV and 5 eV spectrometer exit apertures as above. Energy filtered image sequences containing 45 images of selected areas of the RNA-MKT-4 conjugates were recorded at 50,000 times magnification (1 pixel = 1.5 nm) between AE = 350 -570 eV using a 5 eV window as described above, in order to record both the nitrogen K-edge and titanium LZ,3 energy loss intensity information in each sequence
Background Modelling
Every pixel in a spectroscopic image sequence (512 x 512 x 45) was stripped of its background intensity contribution by approximation to an A -e-' curve, where the constants A and r were determined by using a least squares method [11] rather than the previously adopted two and three window methods, in order to define the immediate pre-edge shape of the energy spectrum more precisely for accurate projection beyond the ionisation event. In all cases, the modelled background contribution of each 5 eV image or regions of interest (ROI) within an image was subtracted from the recorded value and the result displayed as a summed intensity of the relative energy loss. Our method differs from both the Imaging-spectrum approach [ 
Analysis of Nafion
The polymer was surprisingly resistant to a high beam current and could survive intact without detectable signal intensity loss for up to 2 min of irradiation. No change in the relative thickness of these films was detected before this time. The overall grey-level intensity decrease in this range of the energy spectrum for both the polymer and the resin was significantly less than for BAP. Stripping each image using the hardware-dependent DT software by subtracting the modelled background contribution, assigned a grey level value of 128 for pixels in which no difference between the modelled value and the actual value was found and resulted in values greater than 128 for any positive values (i.e., +1 = 129, +8 = 135, +20 = 149, etc.). A grey level difference of almost 80 for a single pixel (3.7 nm) at 700eV using a 5 eV energy window was common in the stripped images, whilst values of less than 5 were recorded for the resin with similar t 1 À (data not shown). The system noise for this region of the spectrum varied from 8 to 19 for pre-edge images, so a threshold grey level value of 145 was chosen for calculations of cumulative grey level values for the whole image. The intensity values associated with fluorine from 9 summed stripped images for a range of ROI increased linearly with area (for example, ROI; 2500, 10000, 22500, 40000, 62500 and 126888 pixels was associated with summed intensity values of 880, 889, 887, 876, 854 and 804 per pixel for Nafion and 4, 4, 4, 4, 4, and 3 per pixel for resin respectively), but this relationship was less robust for the larger sized ROI's (&#x3E;== 100000 pixels), particularly for thinner (30 -40 nm thickness) Nafion films. Unlike BAP, the background intensity contribution in this region of the energy spectrum derived form stripped images from material with a similar t 1 À without fluorine was negligible. Figure 5 shows a typical pixel-by-pixel stripped image sequence of Nafion modelled on original images 1 -7 Two practical constraints on image sequence analysis: Firstly, the steepening of a fitted polynomial curve from Nafion towards the lower ROI sizes suggested that there was a strong bias of energy loss information in the centre of the image. Pre-edge stripped images did not show any centre bias compared to post-edge images (see Fig. 5 ) and a profile of the electron beam viewed without a specimen showed a strong centre bias (data not shown). Since the distribution of fluorine in Nafion thin films was even, we conclude that the centre bias of intensity associated with the electron energy loss of fluorine in Nafion was simply a function of differential electron dose across the image field. Secondly, the characteristics of the grey level intensity modulations at the centre and the edge of images of Nafion assessed following collection of sequences using a 1 eY 2.5 eV and 5 eV spectrometer exit slit also revealed the presence of a noticeable aberation-induced edge onset and maximum intensity shift by one frame (5 Figure 6 shows a representative stripped difference spectrum of MKT-4-incubated RNA following Image-EELS of a ROI comprising 100 x 100 nm, collected between AE = 350 and 670 eV Plotting the Ti/N intensity ratio for the MKT-4-RNA conjugate against the concentration of MKT-4 during reaction by summing the intensity values associated with the nitrogen K-edge Fig. 6 . -An image-EELS stripped intensity spectrum of the RNA-MKT-4 conjugate using the summed spectrum method. Well defined intensity increases associated with the nitrogen K-edge at AE = 400 eV, the titanium L2,3-edge at 465 eV and the oxygen K-edge at 535 eV form the basis of intensity ratio calculations. The calculated background is represented by 0 intensity.
(AE = 400 -455 eV) and titanium L2,3-edge (AE = 460 -515 eV) for six ROI's (about 8000 pixels in size) in three sequences for each incubation suggested a simple concentration-dependent reaction of the drug with RNA. The Ti/N intensity ratios for the conjugate were found to be 1.01 (SE ±0.27), 0.77 (±0.1), 0.67 (±0.14), 0.42 (±0.09) and 0.16 (±0.06) for 16, 8, 4, 2 and 1 mM MKT-4 respectively. The titanium intensity/pixel (1.5 nm) was more variable with values of 32.6 (±3.5), 29.5 (±2.9), 29.1 (±1.1), 20.5 (±2.6) and 10.5 (±2.2) for 16, 8, 4, 2 and 1 mM MKT-4 respectively. Spectra for acurate qualitative and semi-quantitative analysis could be obtained from smaller ROI's (20 x 20 nm) at all drug concentrations but only in the three higher drug concentration incubations. These data served as a comparative reference for the relative cellular concentration of titanium in A2780 spheroids. 9 . Intracellular Localisation of Titanium in the Outer Cells of A2780 Multicellular Spheroids Titanium was found to be concentrated as small (5 nm) particles in both small and large cytoplasmic vesicles in the outer cells of multicellular spheroids (Ti/N ratio = 2.41 ± 0/43) at levels equivalent to more than twice that associated with the highest MKT-4-RNA conjugate concentration (16 mM). This represents a greater than 50-fold increase in the relative amount of drug compared to the original culture medium. Titanium was found to be diffuse within the remainder of the cellular compartments and was not particulate following examination at 50,000 times nagnification. Expressed as a Ti/N intensity ratio, the relative amount of titanium associated with the cytoplasmic domains was almost half that associated with nuclear domains (0.58 ± 0.07 and 0.85 ± 0.2 respectively), and equivalent to 4 mM and 8mM MKT-4-RNA respectively. These values represent an 8 and 16-fold relative increase in the drug concentration associated with cytoplasm and the nucleus respectively compared to the original culture medium. No titanium could be detected in the nucleolus. Since the N/N intensity ratio for nucleus/cytoplasm was 1.8 (±0.2), it is likely that the binding of MKT-4 to these regions was non-selective and simply dependent on the local density of macromolecules. Titanium was not detectable in the nucleus of the same cells using SEELS analysis. 10 [3] is one way around this constraint. Our approach sacrifices energy resolution for an increase in the size of the analysed area.
By integrating the grey level value for regions of interest as described here, it is likely that both qualitative local elemental distributions (elemental maps) and simple elemental intensity ratios can be obtained in organic materials for comparative analyses from a single data set. Using reduced electron doses would markedly reduce radiation damage to the specimen, but would also increase the detection limit proportionally. In the current report, the received dose was maximised for a short period by focusing the beam (10-8 A) in order to maximise sensitivity of the energy loss information. Analysis of pixel-wise variations in mass density by recording image sequences in the low-loss region, data deconvolution to improve accuracy of the calculated spectra and exploration of the non-parametric treatment of data proposed by the use of the correspondence analysis [6] will be used to refine further the methods described in this report.
In common with previous studies on the biodistribution of titanium in mice and human tumor cells following treatment in vivo [5, 6] , we found that the drug was concentrated in secondary lysosome-like vesicles as small particles following treatment of model micrometastatic tumors in vitro. More importantly, however, we found that there was a direct relationship between the amount of bound drug and the amount of nitrogen associated with intracellular domains using the intensity ratio of titanium/nitrogen as an indicator of the relative intracellular distribution of This amounted to an 8 and 16-fold accumulation of titanium within cytoplasmic and nuclear regions. Further analysis of this compound within cytotoxic drug-sensitive and resistant cell lines is underway and is likely to provide information leading to a greater understanding of the mechanisms of drug resistance.
Conclusions
We characterise a method of extracting energy loss intensity information from energy filtered image sequences for the semi-quantitative analysis of boron and fluorine-containing polymers and for titanium-bound organic macromolecules using the integration of grey level values for pixels in combination with computer software written specifically for a Windows environment. We have shown that energy loss intensity information derived by this Image-EELS approach is considerably more sensitive than for a SEELS analysis and can be applied to an examination of the relative intracellular distribution of a titanium-containing cytotoxic drugs in experimental tumors.
